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From today's post star

From: Cole Hickland (auditorguy@gmail.com)

To: topnotch@nycap.rr.com; davidpcerny@hotmail.com; jdmulcahy5@verizon.net; cdhyde1@gmail.com;
camptouchstone@yahoo.com; sclark8@twc.com

Date: Saturday, January 20, 2024 at 11:33 AM EST

This is from Today's edition of the Glens Falls post star and shows a different view of treating milfoil.  Just passing on
FYI.

LGA doubles down on opposition to milfoil treatment

Interesting full-page ad in the latest Lake George Mirror. Paid for by the Lake
George Association, the ad featured "A conversation with departing LGA
President Eric Siy."

The ad includes a sub headline that reads, "People are transitioning from
passive Lake lovers to proactive Lake Protectors. The shift is critical." (The
bold was their emphasis, not mine.)

As the organization actively seeks a new executive director, Siy then doubles
down regarding the LGA's lawsuit to stop chemical treatment of milfoil
proposed by the Lake George Park Commission.

"Eurasion watermilfoil is not a crisis that justifies ProcellaCOR's introduction
into our Class AA-special waters, particularly when it is not intended for use in
a deeply complex circulation and ecosystem like that found in Lake George.

"We do not want to regret conducting an experiment of this kind on the lake,"
Siy continued. "With the support of hundreds who oppose its use, we have so
far kept Procella COR out of Lake George and remain committed to doing so."

The LGA is at a critical point in its history. It desperately needs a new voice, a
new face. But there are some big personalities behind the scenes who are
calling the shots, and the search for Siy's replacement has restarted after the
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LGA's top candidate declined the offer late last week. The pressure is on, now
more than ever. Summer will be here before we know it.


